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	Handbook of Cancer Chemotherapy, 9780781765312 (0781765315), Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2007
Advances in the treatment of cancer have continued at an intense pace over the 25 years since the Handbook of Cancer Chemotherapy was first published in 1982. This is reflected in the expansion of the list of clinically useful antineoplastic drugs from 43 to over 115 and the growth of the Handbook from 280 pages to over 750 pages with the current edition. While the number and benefit of cytotoxic agents has continued to grow over this time, the greatest change has been the development and demonstrated efficacy of a new class of systemic treatments called molecular targeted therapy, which has resulted from the wealth of biologic discoveries and insights into the etiology and behavior of cancer that have taken place over the last quarter century. Although the ultimate role that these new agents will play in the control of cancer remains to be seen, they have clearly changed the face of cancer treatment and will undoubtedly become more dominant in cancer treatment over the next decade. For this reason, we have expanded the coverage of these agents in the discussion of the biologic and pharmacologic basis for chemotherapy, in the description of characteristics and use of chemotherapeutic and biologic agents, and in the chapters on the treatment of individual cancers.



As with previous editions of this book, primary indications, usual dosage and schedule, special precautions, and expected toxicities have been added for new drugs and biologic agents that oncologists have begun to use in the past 5 years, and new data have been added to the information for many of the older agents. Each of the chapters dealing with specific cancer sites has been revised to reflect current best medical practice and to point the way toward future advances. The section on supportive care has been updated to highlight those issues and pharmacologic agents that are most essential to the daily care of patients with cancer. Because cancer screening is so important to reducing the number of cancer deaths, current American Cancer Society screening guidelines have been continued in the appendix, along with an updated list of helpful Internet addresses for cancer information.



The Handbook continues to be a practical pocket or desk reference, with a wide range of information for oncology specialists, nononcology physicians, house officers, oncology nurses, pharmacists, and medical students. It can even be read and understood by many patients and their families who want to be able to find practical information about their cancer and its treatment. Unlike many other books, the Handbook combines in one place the most current rationale and the specific details necessary to safely administer chemotherapy for most adult cancers.


The realization of a more specific, less toxic, and more effective medical treatment for cancerÑ‚Ð�Ð¤ which has been stimulated by the tremendous recent increase in information on the molecular basis of cancerÑ‚Ð�Ð¤ is still in its early days, but patients have already reaped the benefits of these developments. Growing from the first agents rituximab, trastuzumab, and imatinib (which 10 years ago were just entering the clinical practice arena), there are now a host of other molecular targeted therapies. Prominent among the new agents now in clinical use are those that target signal transduction pathways crucial for delivering messages from the outside environment into the nucleus to enable it to carry on the crucial processes of survival of the cell, including cell proliferation and differentiation. Other new agents target the cancer cell milieu through inhibition of angiogenesis, selectively impede degradation of proteins involved in cell proliferation and survival, or modulate other intracellular pathways critical to maintenance of the cancer phenotype.



Cure of cancer with less toxic systemic treatment has been a long-term aspiration for many people: those engaged in cancer research, physicians who daily are faced with anxious patients who have cancer, and others in the health professions. It has also been a fervent hope of patients and their families. Although cure is possible for some common tumors, particularly when there is only micrometastasis, and for some more advanced tumors such as lymphomas, for most patients chemotherapy remains palliative, at best. When curing and minimizing the cancer can no longer be achieved, then expert, compassionate supportive care becomes the essential and appropriate focus of the oncology team.


Progress is always slower than patients, physicians, and basic scientists would like. Current research that joins the expertise and discoveries of the basic scientist, systematic investigation through clinical trials by the clinician, and their interaction in Ñ‚Ð�Ð¬translationalÑ‚Ð�Ð research continues to offer a realistic expectation of accelerated progress in the control of cancer in the decades ahead.
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Determining Health ExpectanciesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003

	Health expectancies were developed to address the important question of whether or not we are exchanging longer life for poorer health - replacing quality by quantity.

	Health expectancies extend the concept of life expectancy to morbidity and disability by providing a means of dividing life expectancy into life spent in various states...


		

Debugging with GDB: The GNU Source-Level Debugger for GDBFree Software Foundation, 2000
The purpose of a debugger such as gdb is to allow you to see what is going on “inside” another program while it executes—or what another program was doing at the moment it crashed.

gdb is free software, protected by the gnu General Public License (GPL). The GPL gives you the freedom to copy or adapt a licensed...

		

Optimal Experimental Design with RCRC Press, 2011

	Experimental design is often overlooked in the literature of applied and mathematical statistics: statistics is taught and understood as merely a collection of methods for analyzing data. Consequently, experimenters seldom think about optimal design, including prerequisites such as the necessary sample size needed for a precise answer for an...





	

Cdma Mobile Radio Design (Artech House Telecommunications Library)Artech House Publishers, 2000


	Wireless communications is growing at a phenomenal rate. From 1991 to

	1999, the number of subscribers increased from about 25 million to over 250

	million. Incredibly, over the next seven years, the number. of subscribers is

	expected to quadruple, to over 1 billion [ 1]. That growth rate is faster than

	that of any other consumer...

		

How to Wow : Photoshop for the Web (How to Wow)Peachpit Press, 2004
A gaming site, a portfolio site, an information site: Each requires a home page,  but each of those home pages requires disparate elements and approaches. How to  Wow: Photoshop for the Web walks you through the process of designing each, plus  15 other navigation, animation, and automation projects that show you how to add  wow to your Web pages...

		

Pro ADO.NET 2.0Apress, 2005
Mission control to reader . . . you are now nearing the ADO.NET planet in the .NET
solar system of the Microsoft technology galaxy.Make sure no architectural mistake alien eats
you up for dinner . . .

Learning any new topic is like approaching a new planet. As you approach the planet
from a distance, you first identify its...
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